
 
DRIVEN BY LOVE  (final) 
Jordyn Osburn 
 
 
Drum Intro:  4m 
 
Intro    Fm9 / / /   Eb / / /    Fm9 / / /    Eb / / /    Db / / /   / / / /   
 
Verse 1 
          Fm9            Eb 
The bridge behind me burned up long ago 
          Fm9            Eb 
And on this road you are the only hope 
             Db               Eb 
Don't want it any other way, don't want it any other way 
 
Verse 2 
           Fm9          Eb 
Not always pretty, but it's beautiful 
            Fm9            Eb  
This laying down myself for more of you 
            Db                 Eb 
You're the one in front of me, You're the one in front of me 
 
Pre-chorus 
    Ab                   Db                 Ab                 Eb 
Driven by love, not fear, driven by love, not fear 
 
Chorus 1 
   Ab                                     Db  
I broke free when I let it all go 
   Ab                                     Db  
I broke free when I trusted Your lead 
   Fm                    Eb Db                 Ab          Db 
I broke free when I finally believed that You are good 
 
Verse 3 
    Fm9             Eb 
I don't know what will come but I know You  
            Fm9                       Eb 
You started this and You will follow through 
        Db            Eb 
I'm leaning into faith again, leaning into faith again 
 
 
 
 



Verse 4 
    Fm9              Eb 
If I were still trying to please the crowd 
     Fm9                 Eb 
I wouldn't be a servant of Yours, Lord 
                Db                           Eb 
Your perfect love has earned my trust, Your perfect love deserves my trust 
 
Pre-chorus 
            Ab                   Db                 Ab                Eb 
I’m driven by love, not fear, driven by love, not fear 
 
Chorus 1 (2x) 
   Ab                                     Db  
I broke free when I let it all go 
   Ab                                      Db  
I broke free when I trusted Your lead     
   Fm                  Eb          Db                     Ab                          Db 
I broke free when I finally believed that You are good (You are good) 
 
Bridge 
    Ab                   Db                 Ab                Eb 
Driven by love, not fear, driven by love, not fear 
    Ab/C              Db                              Ab                  Eb 
Driven by love, not fear, we’re driven by love, not fear 
 
Chorus 2  (2x) 
   Ab                             Db  
I break free as I let it all go 
   Ab                               Db   
I break free as I trust in Your lead 
   Fm                  Eb      Db      Ab                       Db 
I break free as again I believe that You are good, You are good 
 
Tag 
                    Ab        Db                    Ab         Db          Ab       Db 
You are good     I know You’re good…         asl… 
 
Instrumental    Fm9 / / /   Eb / / /    Fm9 / / /    Eb / / / 
 
Verse 1 
          Fm9            Eb 
The bridge behind me burned up long ago 
          Fm9          Eb 
And on this road You are the only hope 
           Db             Eb  (Fm9) 
Don't want it any other way, don't want it any other way… 


